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Overview

More checking!

Problem solving is a valued skill but it is
often not explicitly taught or assessed in our
undergraduate genetics courses.
Experts problem solve automatically,
novices need to learn how to do it through
teaching, practice, and feedback.
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Intervention: Students were taught and
practiced problem solving and then asked to
demonstrate checking on a quiz the next day.

Think-aloud sessions: how do students solve
problems? How do experts solve them?
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What processes/procedures do students use to
solve genetics problems, and how does this
compare to experts?
Can we improve student problem solving by
making it an explicit part of our course
curriculum?
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From Think Aloud Interviews (control group):
Students rarely check their work or consider
alternative solutions. Interviews revealed that many
students don’t know how to check their work.

 More class time & feed-back on problemsolving required for students to develop
this skill
 Students have trouble realizing errors,
further interventions could focus on this
aspect of problem-solving
 How much do they transfer these skills?
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